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 Examination of Estimates of Expenditure 2017-18 Reply Serial No. 

  
DEVB(PL)181 

 CONTROLLING  OFFICER’S  REPLY 

   

(Question Serial No. 3231) 

Head:  (118) Planning Department 

Subhead (No. & title): (-) Not Specified 

Programme: (2) District Planning 

Controlling Officer: Director of Planning (Raymond LEE) 

Director of Bureau: Secretary for Development 

 

Question: 

(a) What is the increase in the amount of land zoned “Village Type Development” in 

2016-17?  Please list in detail the location and area of the “Village Type Development” 

sites added; 

 

(b) How does the Planning Department work out the 10-year forecast for small house 

demand? 

 

(c) What are the latest 10-year forecast for small house demand and the approximate area 

of land required to meet the demand? 

Asked by: Hon LAW Kwun-chung, Nathan (Member Question No. 53) 

 

Reply: 

(a) The “Village Type Development” (“V”) zones on statutory plans are drawn up having 

regard to a series of planning factors including the existing villages and the Village 

Environs of recognised villages, the local topography, the existing settlement pattern, 

site characteristics and the surrounding environment, environmental constraints, as 

well as the estimate of demand for small houses in the coming ten years.  Areas of 

difficult terrain, dense vegetation, burial grounds, stream courses and ecologically 

sensitive areas are not included in the “V” zones where possible. 

 

In general, the “V” zones on the development permission area (DPA) plans were only 

designated on a provisional basis and often confined to the existing village cluster only.  

The extent of “V” zones on the outline zoning plans (OZPs) prepared to replace the 

DPA plans would be refined taking into account further assessments/studies based on 

the aforementioned planning factors.  Thus the replacement of DPA plans by OZPs 

often result in revision of the extent of “V” zones on the plans.  In 2016-17, the size of 

land area zoned “V” has increased by about 8.48 hectares, which are distributed in Tai 

Tan, Ko Tong, Ko Tong Ha Yeung, Chuen Lung, Cheung Sheung, Ping Chau and Tai 

Ho, when the OZPs were prepared to replace the corresponding DPA plans. 
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(b) The 10-year forecast for small house demand is provided by the Village 

Representatives of individual villages and collated by District Lands Offices of the 

Lands Department. 
 

(c) The demand for small houses may change with factors such as birth and growth of 

indigenous villagers.  Whether or not an indigenous villager would apply for a small 

house grant is dependent on his own circumstances and wishes, and not all eligible 

indigenous villagers aged 18 years or above will submit such an application.  The 

Government is thus not in a position to provide accurate projections of the number of 

small house applications and the area of land involved in the next ten years 

 

- End - 

 


